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How the Simple Certified™ Platform saves time
and reduces your costs.
Key Features of the Simple Certified ™ Platform:

Key Benefits:

Makes it easy to print cover sheets and labels for Certified
Mail, Priority Mail and First-Class Mail, eliminating stamps,
postage meters and manual forms.

Many clients report that preparing their mail takes 80% less time than before. And it’s not
just the cost of labor. Many report they no longer need to lease postage meters.

Prints electronic postage on cover sheets and labels that are
then used to mail envelopes and packages.

Eliminates the need to lease postage meters and the ink-jet imprints costs of up to 10¢ for
each envelope that passes through a postage meter.

Automatic address validation

Saves you from mailing to incomplete addresses.

Auto-refund of unsent mail pieces

Certified Mail letters that are prepared but not mailed within 8 days have their USPS fees
automatically refunded. This saves many clients as much as 5% of their previous Certified
Mail costs.

Batch Processing Wizard

Makes it much faster to prepare your Certified and First-Class mailings by pulling data direct
from Microsoft Excel or CSV files. Client reports time savings exceeding 80%.

Electronic Proof of Acceptance is posted to your account
automatically by the USPS soon after its first outbound scan.

Eliminates the requirement that you use USPS PS-3800 Forms, Scan Forms, Firm Books and
Manifests. Saves time by eliminating trips to the Post Office.

Electronic Return Receipt is posted to your account within 24
hours of delivery.

The USPS Electronic Return Receipt is posted to your account within 24 hours of delivery.
Also emailed if you wish. This unmatched speed saves waiting days for Green Cards, the risk
Green Cards get lost in the mailstream and the need to store Green Cards for years.

10-Year Archive of all tracking data and USPS confirmations

Online database makes it easy to recall USPS Electronic Proof of Acceptance, Proof of
Delivery and Return Receipt. Just login, search and download.

Online Production Reports

Makes it easy to see what you are spending on Certified Mail and to seek reimbursement
from clients where appropriate. In addition, monthly statement of service contains a ledger
of every transaction.

Designed for SMB and Enterprise accounts. Also, software
developers and Mail Service Providers

Administrative tools make it easy to support users across many locations.

Certified Mail APIs and First-Class Mail APIs

REST APIs enable integration of Simple Certified Mail’s production, tracking, cost and
management data with your own applications and client files.

Certified Mail envelopes provided with Cost of Service

Saves up to 20¢ per mail piece.
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Web-Based Platform
Ideal for sending Certified Mail® from the office and home. There’s no software to install, no
need for a postage meter, no old-fashioned USPS forms, no need to visit the Post Office and no
recurring monthly fees. All you need is internet access and a printer.

Web application runs from
Chrome, Edge, Firefox and Safari.
Can be integrated with other
applications via APIs.

Software interface
includes tips on each
page.
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Works Across the Enterprise
The Administrator can assign users to specific
Groups and has full visibility of the activity of the
groups and the users within them. In the
example below, regional offices are set up as
separate Groups.

The User Administration Screen
enables the administrator to set the
rights of each individual user. Users
generally have individual passwords.
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Easy to Create Cover Sheets & Labels for Certified Mail®
Also, Priority and First-Class Mail
Create Certified Mail
one at a time or via a
Batch Process

Select Mail Type: Certified Mail,
Priority Mail and First-Class
Mail.

Multi-office capability
Restricted Delivery is an option.
As shown below, you have the
option of sending your Certified
Mail in our USPS approved window
envelopes, your own envelope or
via Priority Mail.

Built-in Address Book

Add Reference and Cost
Codes as needed.
Print items number on the
cover sheet or label.
If preparing a large
mailing, set a future
mailing date for items
being prepared today.

Built-in Address
Validation ensures
address is valid before
you mail. Adds ZIP+4 for
improved delivery.
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Easy to Print Covers and Labels
Once the necessary address information has been
entered and mail services chosen, SCM displays
the complete Mailing image, before printing on
8.5” x 11” cover sheets or labels. See Certified
Mail example to the left.
The Certified Mail image contains all the
elements required to mail and track your
Certified Mail letter, including electronic postage
that eliminates the need to use a postage meter
or visit the Post Office.
As a convenience the tracking code is also
displayed - on the screen above the postage - for
those clients who want to copy and paste it into
their correspondence or use in another manner.

You print cover sheets on standard 8.5” x 11” paper, then fold and tuck
the cover sheet inside a window envelope with your letter. We provide the
#10, 6”x9” and 9” x 12” window envelopes at no extra charge.

For larger mail pieces such as Priority Mail® boxes and Tyvek
envelopes we provide Certified Mail® labels in sheet label format for
standard printers.
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Easy to Send Hundreds or Thousands
• Batch Processing prints Certified Mail® and
First-Class® mail cover sheets and labels direct
from addresses in Microsoft Excel or CSV files.
It makes preparation of dozens, hundreds or
thousands of mail pieces fast and easy.
• For each batch, SCM generates a PDF
containing all the Certified or First-Class Mail
cover sheets or labels needed for the mailing.
• You can also print directly on envelopes if
your equipment can accommodate direct
printing.
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Receive Proof of Acceptance (Mailing) without
visiting the Post Office
An Electronic Proof of Acceptance PDF
posts to your account, for every mail piece,
within hours of the Certified Mail receiving
its first outbound scan at a USPS facility.
This eliminates the need for PS 3800 Forms,
Scan Forms, Manifests, Firm Books and trips
to the Post Office.
Just drop your mail in the mailbox or leave
for your Mail Carrier to pick up.
The Electronic Proof of Acceptance has
been deemed by the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) to satisfy TITLE 26, Subtitle F,
CHAPTER 77, Sec. 7502 of the US Treasury
Code with “Timely mailing treated as
timely filing and paying.”
The PDF files include the Recipient’s name, address, Reference Number, Item
ID, and other information, all to make it easy to match the Proof of Acceptance
to your internal workflow.
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Online Access to Tracking Information

The Delivery Information Report screen displays the Group, Originator, Recipient, USPS Item Number, Date Created, Date
Mailed (with a hot link to the Proof of Acceptance PDF), Last Status from the USPS (which is no more than six hours old),
“View Signature” if the piece was sent Certified with Return Receipt (Electronic), and “View Delivery” for pieces sent by
standard Certified Mail, without signature. You can download and print a single form or print a batch.
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Receive the Electronic Return Receipt within 24 Hours!
The USPS Electronic
Return Receipt is posted to
your account within 24
hours of delivery.
The Electronic Return
Receipt is accepted by
State and Federal Courts,
and the IRS, as the legal
equivalent to the Green
Card.
As any copy of an
Electronic Return Receipt
is deemed an “original” it
provides benefits over
Green Cards which are
only acceptable in their
original format, not as
scanned PDF images.

June 27, 2019
Dear Simple Certified:
The following is in response to your request for proof of delivery on your item with the tracking number:
9414 8106 9994 5041 7245 75.
Item Details
Status:
Status Date / Time:
Location:
Postal Product:
Extra Services:
Recipient Name:

Delivered, Left with Individual
June 27, 2019, 10:18 am
RALEIGH, NC 27615
First-Class Mail®
Certified Mail™
Return Receipt Electronic
Brian Schuller

Shipment Details
Weight:

1.0oz

Recipient Signature

Signature of Recipient:

Address of Recipient:
Note: Scanned image may reflect a different destination address due to Intended Recipient's delivery instructions on file.

Thank you for selecting the United States Postal Service® for your mailing needs. If you require additional
assistance, please contact your local Post Office™ or a Postal representative at 1-800-222-1811.
Sincerely,
United States Postal Service®
475 L'Enfant Plaza SW
Washington, D.C. 20260-0004

Brian Schuller
Digital Mettle
182 MINE LAKE CT
RALEIGH, NC 27615

The PDF files include a box with the Recipient’s name, address, Reference
Number, Item ID, and other information, all to make is easy to match the
PDF to each client’s workflow.
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Easy Tracking and Management of USPS Costs
With postage integrated into the service, you have the data to measure and manage your Certified Mail
expenses, to sort mailing expenses by client names and IDs, making it easier to seek reimbursement.
In addition, Certified Mail pieces that are created but not mailed within 8 days are automatically refunded to
your account.
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APIs Enable Easy Integration with Other Applications
• Clients use our REST APIs to automate requests for Certified Mail cover sheets and
labels, delivery information, Proof of Acceptance, Proof of Delivery, and Return
Receipt (Electronic), thus integrating all these key services within their own
applications. APIs also support First-Class mail.
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Easy to Manage Account Balances
During the account set-up, clients fund their first month’s anticipated mailing expenses, and set up automatic replenishment for their account via
ACH from a business checking account or credit card. Client deposits are held in a separate Trust Account by BB&T bank and are covered by a
Fidelity Bond. Clients can view their accounts online, and all balances are returned at client request. We do not retain any banking information in our
system. All Account and Routing numbers are immediately transmitted to our service provider, Forte Payment Systems. Forte returns a secure
encrypted token that is used to process all transactions. The Payment Manager reflects the last four digits of the account and routing number for
identification. This is the same process required by all ACH and Credit Card processors.

Payments are made
through ACH or credit
cards.
Clients set the account
balance based on their use
of USPS Certified Mail®,
Priority Mail® and FirstClass Mail®. It’s easy to
adjust balances if your use
changes.
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Also Handles Your First-Class® and Priority Mail® Needs

Initially developed for Certified Mail®, the SimpleCertifiedMail.com platform also produces cover sheets
and labels for First-Class® Mail, First Class Parcels and Priority Mail®, enabling clients to handle more of
their USPS® needs from a single interface.
You can mail from your home or office. Or mail remotely via one of our print partners. Contact Sales or
Client Service for details on these options.
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For more information:
1.

Watch videos at www.simplecertifiedmail.com/video-tutorials

2.

Call us at 1-888-462-1750 ext. 1

3.

Email sales@simplecertifiedmail.com
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